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consideration again in the event of the   acceptance of   a
disarmament programme."6
The ease as well as the rapid pace of the conversion at the end
of the War was no doubt due to special circumstances. A decade
and a half of the Great Depression and the War had created a
vast backlog of demand for both consumption and investment. The
liquid savings in hands of the population and enterprises were
devoted to buying things as soon as they became available. The
major concern of ecc^omic policy was to curb, rather than to
maintain (let alone to(aftimulate), effective demand.
This particular diffepace in the early post-war and the present
settings was sharply ui tlerlmed by the recession which was asso-
ciated with the reductio c of about $10 billion in military spending
in the United States between 1953 and 1954. Governments are
now aware that the special -factors of post-War conversion are
no longer present.7 It may be expected therefore that this awareness
would prove conducive towards adopting effective measures, as
discussed below, during ifuture disarmament.
3. turnin^ swords into ploughshares
Mankind's first step towards a disarmed world would not be like
sailing in already charged waters. They would encounter a number
of new problems wliile turning the swords into ploughshares.
Attention may be dr&wn to three of them which merit advance
study: (1) the maintenance of the over-all level of economic
activity or, in more familiar words, avoiding a recession or a de-
pression which would increase unemployment ; (2) minimising
and counteracting the adverse economic effects in particular iti-
6 The Report, para. 63.
- 7 The Government of the United States, for instance, stated :
"Despite the mildness of the 1954 recession, it now is clear that fiscal and
monetary policies might have been applied with more vigour. The reason
they were not is that the decline in Defence spending following the Korean
War was not treated by the policy-makers as a major demobilisation
requiring strong compensatory action. For this reason the 1953-54 period
does not provide a significant guide to the behaviour of the American
economy in a disarmament programme during the 1960s." See The
Report, para,.72.

